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ALBANY PRIDE FESTIVAL 

Statement 

HON DARREN WEST (Agricultural — Parliamentary Secretary) [6.38 pm]: I have a much happier member’s 
statement; I think I will have the happiest member’s statement of those made tonight. We have touched on some 
really important issues, and I thank all members for their contributions. 
Last Friday night, along with Hon Dr Sally Talbot, I had the great pleasure of being invited to attend the Politics in 
the Pub event at the Premier Hotel in Albany as part of the Albany Pride Festival. For those who may not be aware, 
my engagement with Albany Pride came about as a result of hearing about the Baptist Church and its planned 
conversion therapy sessions in Albany. I thought that was appalling, but it came to my attention through a news 
article that Albany Pride had gone to great expense to put up a large banner to promote the festival. The festival went 
over about nine days and recently ended. I think the committee is pleased that it is over for another year, even 
though it was a wonderful festival. 
The banner was stolen. No-one believed that it had blown away in the wind; I am of the view that someone took 
a pair of scissors and snipped it off the fence, took it away and thought that that would be a funny thing to do. 
What that person or those persons did not realise is that it gave a lot of attention to Albany Pride, including to 
me. I got onto its Facebook page and offered to buy it another banner, because a good friend of mine is a member 
of Albany Pride, a fellow farmer, Darren Moir. I teamed up with the wonderful Rebecca Stephens, member for 
Albany, and we chipped in and bought Albany Pride not one, but two banners. Sure enough, the first one was 
stolen again, which gained another round of promotion and attention for the wonderful work that Albany Pride 
does and the festival. Fortunately, the third banner was not stolen and the festival went ahead. I quote just a little 
about Albany Pride from its website — 

ALBANY PRIDE started back in 2011, when one in five young people presenting at headspace Albany 
identified as “not straight” (the figure is now one in four), which prompted Andrew Wenzel (headspace 
Albany manager) and Annie Arnold (social worker) to get together to see what could be achieved to better 
support the greater LGBTIQA+ community in Albany, with the generally accepted estimate that around 
10% of the population is LGBTIQ). 
The result as the founding of Albany Gay and Lesbian…and Everyone In Between (AGAL). 
Queer people in rural communities face a number of boundaries not faced by their straight peers, or by 
LGBTIQA+ people in metropolitan areas, putting them at an increased risk of isolation, or being ‘in the 
closet’, magnifying the associated mental and physical health and wellbeing risks. AGAL soon began setting 
up monthly social events which allowed the Queer community of Albany/Kinjarling and the surrounding 
region to socialise and network; they soon grew in number and highlighted the need by our community 
for such events. 

It then went on to become Albany Pride in subsequent years and the rest is history. 
I wanted to make a special point about that, because a wonderful group of people have now come together to help 
put this event together. The 2022 committee is an outstanding group of people from Albany who have stood up to 
homophobia and bigotry in their community and have now emerged at the other end as a strong organisation. I was 
very proud to go down as a straight person and be a part of the event. Hon Dr Sally Talbot and I provided the 
perfect double act, with Hon Dr Sally Talbot of course dealing with all the clever and hard questions, and I dealt 
with the rest. But we were able to entertain and listen to the concerns of the community regarding important legislation 
that will affect them that they want us to pass through this Parliament. I shout out to all the members of Albany Pride: 
Annie Arnold, still the president from those early days of her involvement; Millie Reid, the vice president; 
Darren Moir, my fellow farmer and very good friend from the Borden area who is the treasurer; Trish Ryans-Taylor, 
the stand-in secretary; Tiger Bird, who picked me up from the airport and expertly drove me back into Albany 
through the dreaded roundabout that he had great fear and trepidation in navigating, but he got through it; and 
Kore Ford. I also acknowledge past members Lupo Prenzato and Karina Carpenter. I just want to give a big shout 
out and thank Albany Pride for its hospitality. It was a wonderful event; I had a really good time. Some ex-members 
of Parliament turned up as well, and then we all went out and had some dinner and checked out the night spots of 
Albany on a Friday night. Well done, Albany Pride. I am glad you had a great festival and I look forward to being 
involved in the future. 
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